ARMY VANQUISHED BY VARIETY WHEN ROOSA WEAKENS

FARRELL HITS THREE OVER THE ARMS

Ooldblatt doubled off the shoulder of Farell, one on last season's broken bat. Farrell drove a ball to the mound only two hops away, which was recaptured by Carl Bell, who attempted to score the first run. However, made it home, but Bell failed to advance the runner and aided in scoring the first run. Bell was later out, five in the seventh, when outfield mucked and later was safe at home on Wood's double.
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The Army rallied with the runs in the ninth, one on Bell's double, and the final score was 6-1. The game was characterized by fast, sticky pitching and singles by Cole and Bell, Bell making one hit and Bell three. The Pennsylvania team moved its last run in the seventh, when outfield mucked and later was safe at home on Wood's double.
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FOUR COMPETITIONS FOR RECORD OPENED
Result of Eight Holes Ends Monday Night Without Until Hey Day

Yesterday afternoon a large number turned out for the competitions an announced by the class leader. Any sopho- more in good standing is eligible to compete for a position in the team. There are four competitions to be held at the present time--critic, business and photography. All four will last until the end of May, when the elections take place. Three competitions offer chances for the present sophomores to wear a lettered coat. The competition is long enough so that the competion winners can prove their superiorty.

Candidates may sign up any day this week at 12:30 in the Union Hall. Editors-Chief Toughs requests that the candidates should represent in their clubs in order to make our team next year be better than ever before.

The board members for this year were elected Monday evening. Harry Ten- plus, this year's chairman, however, with- held the names of the new members until May Day. Announcement of the personnel for next year will appear in Friday morning's Pennsylvania.

EXPECT AMERICAN STUDENTS IN FRENCH UNIVERSITIES
Professor Henry Curtiingham Lander, director of the Continental Division of the American University Union, esti- mated that there will be 4000 American students in French universities and other institutions of learning by 1930. In September Professor Lander will be succeeded in the directorship by Pro- fessor J. H. J. Peet, of Harvard Uni- versity. The assistant director is Dr. G. H. Knowe, who will be able to give helpful information at the office of the union, 121 Broadway, Second Floor.

The London office, at 23 Russell Square, offers similar facilities and an- nounces to the students that it will obtain reading tickets for the British Museum Library.
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W. N. Nilsley Outlines Opportunities In Public Accounting Open To Graduates

At this time, many members of the graduating class are, or should be very much interested in deciding what their future careers. Some have been definitely located for law, medical, education or some other specialized vocation for some time. Many others have merely decided to "see into business" and others are undecided altogether. It has occurred to me that, when I was at the same point in my life, I would have been very thankful to have had some valuable casual discussions on this important and complicated subject, so the various vocations by persons who appreciated my position and who had extensive experience in these vocations. This matter should also be of interest to undergraduates.

When this subject comes up, I am interested in having more of the men of the upper class present. I have been prompted to outline the opportunities for those who are interested in college graduates who are suited for the profession. There are thousands of the field who will fit it. The Universities and the colleges have made the effort. So, if you will allow me, I will endeavor to show you in a simple manner much that I am sure will very well encourage you to do so. I will try to explain the general idea of the profession which provides a general education as a foundation, but which makes a specialty of the subject. You will not get the broad and better education after graduation in vocational relations as you will in the sciences. So that it is the University to do it that you will be able to do it. You might very well encourage them to do so. I realize much that I am sure will very well encourage you to do so. I will try to explain the general idea of the profession which provides a general education as a foundation, but which makes a specialty of the subject. You will not get the broad and better education after graduation in vocational relations as you will in the sciences. So that it is the University to do.
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The family has told us that we are all run down, and suggested that we lay off the weeklies, etc., for a while and get a real rest here at the editor-in-chief's palace. That explains our return to the typewriter.

Weating the daily press during a most lucrative, we observed that a typewriter man was assisted by a typewriter chief and lined up by a stenographer in Kansas City. Well, let us all try your inactivity on this one, as we are quite stopped by the whole situation.

If we are to hope our opinion of Kansas City as the experience of our one and only stopover, we should say that the town itself had only one grog to boast of, or, that is a personal matter.

**LITTLE CAMPUS TALES**

Once there was a student who was reading the Pennsylvania, and he came to the hiatus. "Continued on Page A" and turning the pages to the line below found the student turned the corner and continued his reading.

Policeman Loses His Trouser in Battle With Fighting Gang,—Headline.

The interest jeerless, as usual, seemed to have suffered in the Pantic Fight.

Perhaps, though, the college man has taken the lead in establishing another new custom.

To us it is an interesting phenomenon that in reviewing for the new Penn Street subway the continuance has not encountered any stroke whatever. We had thought there would have been a great deal of potential substance, consisting of such material as crossword puzzles, Senior themes, class roll of 1907 and such window climbers.

As a matter of fact, we had hoped to get some jokes from this source.

Physicians Studying New Case of Sleeping Sickness.—Headline.

Snore. Required courses should be abolished.

The Pennsylvania man we keep quoting says that a lot of students believe in their own strength. "I'm strong," they say. "I'm strong." He is certainly getting harder and harder on people nowadays.

What's wrong with this sentence? "Mr. Hoot, I advise you to take a complete rest. You are looking overworked, and we will not be able to find a nearing in this camp."
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NOTICES

SPORTS

Final elections for the tailors in the Red and Blue board were held in the offices of the magazine in Houston Hall last evening. Edward F. Ellis, '27, and Iona Schwartz, '27, were elected to the editorial board of the campus monthly, and Ben W. Goldberg, '27, received a position on the photographic board, which has been made a separate division of the magazine. The establishment of an art department accommo-
dated the appointment of an art editor. Henry Roberts, '26, was selected for this position.

Edward F. Ellis is from Philadelphia and was recently elected dramatic editor of the Dramatic Board of the Pennsylvania. He has been active on the class cornerstone drive and is a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. Donald Oggier, of Fort Washington, Pa., is a member of the Mask and Wig Club and served on the recent photographic Bouquet Committee. Oggier is also affiliated with the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.

Henry Roberts, newly appointed art editor, is from Northampton, Mass., and also worked as an editor of the Penn Review. He is a member of Mask and Wig and of Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Ben W. Goldberg has been active on campus and served as a member of the undergraduate council for the R. H. T. C. The Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity claims him for this position.
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GAMENESS OF VARSITY CREW LAUDED BY HARVARD

Crimson Captain and Rowing Committee Head Herbert W. N. Clegg of Yale Blue Sportmanship

"REGRET BROKEN SWEET"

Work has been sold for a few days at the Pennsylvania Varsity crew in the recent two with Harvard. At 1-7 and Cornell with lesser margins were now to the last three-quarters of a mile with only one or two minor errors. Harvard, however, has been pressed by the pressing to the contact and has made a very good showing. The Harvard Committee, I am sure, will find that it has done its part in the matter that mattered the most.

Herbert W. N. Clegg has received this in the University of his Harvard crew captain. For the third time, he is being chosen to be the Head of the Harvard crew.

Professor Hume Receives Recognition of Fine Work

Dr. R. H. Barlow, of the University of Illinois, has received the citation of the University of Illinois. His work is considered to be of the highest quality. He is the only one to receive this recognition.

Professor Discusses European Tour Essays

Continued from Page One


College Men Have the Habit

There is no secret about it. These men whose English themes elicit well-meaning praise from critical professors or whose mathematics usually measures up to par are the men who capitalize the habits and the interest of the people at home.

Let Mother and Dad hear from you in reality, and regularly. Tell them your problems and report your progress over the telephone. Make it a weekly habit.

It may seem a far cry to your home town, but a few words spoken in your college town may bring to your home town the news that you are looking for.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Sold by

Daggers